#ItIsTimeAU:
The Inside Story of Two Online Videos
and the Five Days In-Between

The issues of race, justice and equity as they relate
to Andrews University’s diverse student body and
church and larger community it serves is not a new
journey for the institution.
Those issues were the subject of widespread and
global conversations this past February, when a
group of Andrews students and a staff member released a video on Facebook that carried the hashtag
#ItIsTimeAU. Within the first several days of release,
the video accumulated more than 150,000 views.
The video included a call from the students, and
the voices they sought to represent, for Andrews
University to acknowledge and directly apologize
for systemic injustice and racism, and to define a
measurable way forward.
Stephen Payne, vice president for Integrated
Marketing & Communication (also known as “Gum
Guy” to the Andrews University community), was a
direct participant in the University’s response to the
video. He provides a brief “oral” history—made up
of emails, video transcripts, Facebook and Twitter
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posts and more—to help provide a behind-thescenes view of all that unfolded in the week that
followed the video’s February 18 release.
The video and those discussions led to an
undergraduate chapel service on February 23,
with an address by President Andrea Luxton along
with a formal response video from the University:
#ListenDialogueChange.
At the time of this writing, that
#ListenDialogueChange video had garnered
nearly 110,000 views on YouTube and Facebook.
Altogether, a first and second posting of
#ItIsTimeAU video has garnered nearly 200,000
views on YouTube and Facebook.
To focus on the concerns and emotions
expressed in the time between the first video’s
release and Andrews University’s response,
we’ve attempted to share a representative array
of comments made during that time. However,
in most cases, we have chosen not to directly
identify the individual(s) making the comments.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18

“It Is Time AU” video
“It is time for Andrews University to apologize for the systemic racism it has perpetuated on its campus. Since 1874 this institution has too often mirrored the bigotry of
American society rather than reflecting the
true values of Jesus Christ.
“Black students and their families have
often submitted grievances expressing the
racism and hate that they’ve experienced,
from past grievances such as forced segregation in the cafeteria to present grievances
such as a lack of proper ethnic representation among faculty and administration.
“…you have one week to not only apologize
but to commit to making the measurable
changes that will ensure that future generations will not have to experience what we
have experienced; changes such as:
• mandating that all faculty and
staff take diversity training in
order to maintain employment
• assuring that the ethnicity of the
faculty and staff properly reflect
the diversity of the student body
• providing classes that are taught
from the perspective of other
than Eurocentric values
• stop allowing professors and
worship leaders to demonize our
style of worship.”
“It Is Time AU”
Video shared on Facebook

NOTE: The one week timeframe requested
by students in this video relates to a formal
campus response to concerns raised about
a Black History Month chapel.
Provost Christon Arthur, who offered the
formal University response, shared these
perspectives in a University statement on
February 17:
“The February 9 chapel service on the
Andrews campus was part of Black History
Month. In his presentation that day, Dr.
Jaime Kowlessar sought to directly address
what he saw as injustices in our country
today. Many in the Andrews community
agreed with and felt inspired by that mes-

sage, while others felt offended by some of
the things shared during that presentation.
I chose to respond to those student perspectives yesterday, February 16. At the time,
I also affirmed the importance of encouraging important campus conversations about
social issues and standing against social
injustices that we face as a diverse campus
community and in society at large.
…our campus is committed to pursue
all of these discussions and even disagreements within the context of civility and
love. This goal is a profound one as we seek
to move towards becoming an ultimately
cohesive and unified community.”
4:37 p.m.
“Just sent you @thegumguy a link on FB… It’s
definitely something you’ll be dealing with.”
Text message from Integrated Marketing
& Communication (IMC) colleague

6:22 p.m.
“Wow…I’m at a loss for words…almost to
tears… #ItIsTimeAU”
9:03 p.m.
“We have all been wronged in one way or
another but I would personally never make
a video so strong like this. This video makes
Andrews University look like a terrible
university.”
9:25 p.m.
“Gum Guy here (on the side, I’m also Stephen
Payne, the VP for Integrated Marketing &
Communication at Andrews University, if
we’ve not met before).
This video expresses really great, honest
and powerful points—and I’ve had a chance
to talk over the last couple of hours or so
with our President (currently participating in alumni meetings in California) and
Provost about the questions, issues and absolutely valid concerns raised in this video.
...our President, Dr. Andrea Luxton, spoke
last October 1 at the “Journey to Healing
and Understanding” event held in Berrien
Springs in conjunction with the Lake Union
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists:
“As an organization, we have been guilty
of racial bias, of making African-American
employees and students feel ‘less than.’ We
have not listened well. We have not been
sensitive and have not taken action when
action should have been taken. For that
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I am profoundly sorry…we never have an
excuse to devalue, make assumptions of
another because of their race.
“So African-American friends, fellow
Christians, colleagues, I apologize to you for
any experiences in the past where Andrews
University has not treated you with the dignity, respect and equality which is your right.
...our campus must ultimately be one of
safety to all races, where meetings such as
this one are not just gesture but meaningful
occasions of ongoing reconciliation, healing
and transformation.”
Andrews University

10:33 p.m.
“The counterpart result of neglecting a simple plea of an apology shouldn’t be the main
concern here. I’d like to believe that these
students want to be sure they can trust their
own Christian institution in simply acknowledging an issue and fixing it.”
11:33 p.m.
“Gum Guy/Andrews University: Thank you for
your willingness to engage us on the topic. We
are well-aware of the aforementioned facts
and do not find a statement given during a
panel discussion at an off-campus location,
sponsored by a different organization, as a
sufficient response to a systemic ill. We hope
to meet with administration early this (next)
week to discuss a strategic response that more
poignantly addresses the concerns outlined
in our PSA announcement.”
Student representative,
“It Is Time AU” video

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19
12:05 a.m.
“Just because some black people on this
thread never experienced racism at Andrews,
that doesn’t mean that racism at Andrews is
non-existent. I never personally had that experience during my 4 years there, but I have
family members who did. I stand with them,
and I stand with everyone whoever experienced it & who supports this message.”
11:03 a.m.
“So….they’re asking the institution to apologize
for something that happened 100 years ago…
or else? …I guess my question is: how can you
ask for an apology and claim it’s a Jesus thing
to do but not do one of the most well-known
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Jesus things to do and forgive the people
of 100 years ago who might not have even
known they were doing anything wrong?”
11:19 a.m.
“The time for talking and statements, etc, is
over. Students are expecting action from
the president in the form of an on-campus,
heartfelt, unscripted in-person apology and
concrete deadlines for the promised hire of a
high-level administration individual tasked
with diversity. This is going to shake our institution to the core…unless response is swift.”
12:31 p.m.
“Gum Guy: Perhaps a page on AU’s website
solely dedicated to Diversity and inclusion
and the steps being taken? …as Jesse Jackson once said…’keep hope alive.’ If nothing
else, we have hope....”
7:39 p.m.
“It doesn’t matter whether or not students
took advantage of the Provost’s remarks in
an unfair way… The video has now taken on
a life of its own and become a proxy for a
much wider set of concerns and perceptions
about racial injustice at Andrews, in the
church, and in the country at large... This
situation needs cool heads, compassionate and understanding hearts, and a bold
response. I trust we can and will rise to this
challenge, because I know we all deeply
care about the issues at stake.”
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20
6:02 p.m.
Friends,
I, along with our provost, Christon Arthur,
wanted to write to you this evening, even
before school resumes tomorrow, since I
imagine many of you may have heard about
or watched the #ItIsTimeAU video released
over this past weekend.
The #ItIsTimeAU video has struck a chord
with many on this campus and beyond, and
inspired a variety of passionate reactions
from all corners, both on this campus
and far beyond. In its first two days, more
than 120,000 have watched the video on
Facebook and listened to the concerns and
expectations the video contains.
We invite your prayers and participation as
we continue to seek to understand the pain
that our African-American community has
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experienced and is experiencing, along with
others throughout our community and world.
In the end, I am confident and pray that
we will emerge from this current situation, a
stronger, richer and better University. This is
an opportunity for soul-searching and reflection—both corporately and individually.
Andrea Luxton, president
Letter to students, faculty and staff

9:08 p.m.
“Y’all: President Luxton sent an email out a
little while ago about the #ItIsTimeAU video
and the email is so reassuring.”
Response to Dr. Luxton email to
Andrews University community

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
10:45 a.m.
“This is why I don’t like black history month,
or any month that celebrates a specific race.
We are all one people. Andrews University is
the most diverse university we have…”
“Please stop using “Andrews University is the
most diverse university we have” because
technically America is one of the most
diverse countries in the world today, but we
ALL know racism is still alive and well here.
So diversity does not mean lack of discrimination and racism.”
“We wouldn’t need Black History Month
if White people taught our history fairly.
Actions taken to bring the oppressed up to
a level playing field shouldn’t offend you if
equality and justice are what you want.”
Online debate

10:07 p.m.
...we would like to invite us all to set aside a
day this week for fasting and prayer (7 p.m.
Wednesday to 7 p.m. Thursday). Let us join
together in seeking God for the guidance
and wisdom, the correction and healing we
need—so that we as a campus might reflect
to the nation and world a portrait of His
loving character.
You may choose to participate in one of
the following simple fasts:
• Food Fast—partake of water and
fruit juices only
• Partial Food Fast—partake of
fruits and vegetables only
• Media Fast—abstain from using

or viewing any forms of media
• Phone Fast—set your phone aside
for 24 hours
The purpose for a day of fasting and prayer
isn’t to impress God with our self-denial, but
rather to remind ourselves of our earnest need
for His healing grace and enabling wisdom...”
June Price, University chaplain; and,
Dwight K. Nelson, lead pastor, PMC
Letter to Andrews students, faculty & staff

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
10:22 a.m.
We feel the pain and frustration expressed
in the #ItsTimeAU video put out this week
and applaud the courage of the students
who spoke up. Long-time structural challenges tend to become invisible and it often
takes repeated and painful expressions
before they can be fully addressed and dealt
with. We appreciate the work that Dr. Luxton began last fall in her apology on behalf
of the institution at the Lake Union “Let’s
Talk” gathering here in Berrien Springs.
We at the seminary also want to continue
moving forward with the work we have done
(beginning) with Dr. Moskala’s institutional
apology on April 7, 2015…
Jiri Moskala, dean
Teresa Reeve, associate dean
Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary
Letter to Seminary students, faculty & staff

12:44 p.m.
Fellow students of Andrews University,
As president of the student body, I wanted to take a couple of minutes to write my
feelings on the #ItIsTimeAU video. When I
initially watched the video, I was immediately overcome with sadness that members
of my peers, my fellow students, were experiencing a struggle that I was unaware of. I
couldn’t help but feel responsible for a lot
of what was said. When I was elected into
office last year, it was my mission to make
sure every student on this campus felt like
they belonged. This video has opened my
eyes to the hard truth that this mission has
not been accomplished...
I’m aware that not all students agree with
sentiments expressed in the video. To those,
I would like to suggest taking a minute and
listening to the stories of your classmates.

...I also invite you to join me in prayer for our university.
Ashley Neu, Andrews University
Student Association president

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Chapel talk
Andrea Luxton, president

Our Commitments

11:48 a.m.
At the beginning of this year, I stood up and talked to you
about story; Your Story…the Andrews Story…and how those
two connected.
It is only the importance of all of your stories coming
together that validates the Andrews Story. That means that
your story, your personal story is true and valid. I have no
right to go to someone and say ‘that’s not true, that’s not
your story.’ Of course, I can’t say that; it’s the other person’s story. It’s valid, it’s true, it’s right, and so must accept
that his story is right even if it’s not been our own story.…
It is only as we are willing to say ‘Tell me your story,’ and
then listen, really listen to the other person’s story that we
can begin to broaden our horizons a little bit and really
get the richness that diversity, in a wonderful place like
Andrews University, can bring to us.
Let me talk in terms of the gospel for a moment now.
Remember that story of the guy whose friends let him
down through the roof to see Jesus because there was such
a large crowd already around Jesus?
Jesus response to this is very interesting: He does not say
‘Wait a minute…wait a minute…you weren’t first! Why are
you cutting a hole in the roof?’
Instead, He recognizes that this guy’s friends were acting
from desperation, they wanted to get their friend who was
hurting to Jesus, so Jesus could heal them. It was that simple.
When you look at the Gospel, it is like that constantly.
Jesus crosses the bounds of what other people think He
should do.
When He sees someone hurting He reaches out to the hurt,
and He says: ‘This is my first responsibility: It is to heal.’…
I don’t know how many of you had read Nelson Mandela’s book ‘Long Walk to Freedom.’
Towards the end of that book, Nelson Mandela has
become the president of South Africa following his own
history of systemic and personal injustices.
And he has this moment where he’s standing on the
mountaintop of his life and he looks back, and he says,
“I’m standing on this mountain and I’m looking back
and there’s a beautiful vista. “
And that kind of struck me when I first read that.
Beautiful?
After all that happened to him?
But I realized that perspective of Nelson Mandela’s is
just like I’m hearing from people this week via email and
phone calls:

continued

Andrews University
February 23, 2017

In an undergraduate chapel presentation and video shared on the
Andrews University campus and through social media on February
23, Andrews University affirmed a series of commitments and next
steps in response to the questions raised in an #ItIsTimeAU video
released on February 18.
Additionally, some of these issues were also discussed in a speech
of apology and reconciliation that was made by President Luxton on
October 1, 2016, at a Lake Union Conference “A Journey to Healing
and Understanding” event held in Berrien Springs, Michigan.
Those commitments and next steps are as follows:
1.

Andrews University will immediately begin a search for
a full-time, senior-level administrator of diversity, a new
cabinet-level position that reports directly to the president
and will drive meaningful, visible and ongoing change.
The plan is for this position to be filled by the beginning of
the 2017–2018 school year.

2. This senior-level administrator of diversity will develop and
implement a revised and expanded cultural diversity training
program. This training will be required and specialized for each
group on campus: faculty, staff and students.
3. Andrews University will continue to diversify our faculty, staff
and administration in order to assure a high-quality education
that prepares our students to serve meaningfully in a global
environment. Our curriculum should also clearly reflect and
educate students about our diversity. Regular online and
campus reports will confirm progress towards these goals.
4. Andrews University will have a strengthened grievance process
that allows students to simply and directly report injustice and
mistreatment of all kinds and to seek resolution.
5. Andrews University will commit to honor, support and celebrate
all the ways we seek and achieve community—including how we
gather and worship together throughout our University family.
Faculty, staff and the campus community will be encouraged to
understand, respect and honor all the ways we worship.

Andrea Luxton			
Christon Arthur
President			Provost
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“Yes, this happened to me at Andrews,
but I still love Andrews…”
So, we too can choose to see a beautiful
vista.
Mandela says in his book: “Missteps
have been made along the way. Yes. I stand
here now, but I can’t stand here very long,
because when I turn this way, I see more
mountains to climb, more things to do, more
places to go. And, that’s where I need to go.”
So, friends, family, alumni…friends who
are out there beyond our campus…here at
Andrews University, we are an amazing
community.
We have also made mistakes, in the past,
in the present, which we should own.
But, that doesn’t make us lesser than.
As a result, we now have greater strength
to approach those mountains ahead of
us, because we have faced the realities of
our present, we have embraced our great
strengths, and sought to understand and
apologize for our mistakes.

12:04 p.m.

Andrews University
Formal Video Response to
the #ItIsTimeAU Video
“As Andrews University, we want to thank
you. While it is always difficult to listen to
stories that document pain, injustice and
mistreatment within our community, we
are thankful that you have spoken directly,
honestly and from your heart.”
Andrea Luxton, president

“The tragic realities of racism and injustice
injure the lives, hearts and souls of our
community, right here at Andrews University
and in the larger communities we belong to.”
Ashley Neu, president, Andrews
University Student Association

“I am sorry. As an organization, we have been
guilty of racial bias, of making our faculty,
staff and students of color feel “less than.” We
have not listened well enough. We have not
been sensitive enough, and we have missed
opportunities to take action where action
should have been taken. For that, I apologize.”
Andrea Luxton
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“I am sorry. Explicitly racist acts committed
against black students have been part of
our history, including cross burnings on our
campus in 1969 and 1974. Hateful words
and actions have been directed against our
students. Even today, our minority students
have been misunderstood and marginalized.
For that, I apologize.”
Meredith Jones Gray, author, “As We Set
Forth” Andrews University History

“In addition to civil and productive dialogue,
here are specific steps we are implementing
on a campus already blessed with a remarkable richness of diversity. We must explore
and pursue the strength diversity brings, if
we are to center our community in God’s
calling for our lives.”
Christon Arthur, provost

“The first step is this. We will immediately
begin a search for a full-time senior level
administrator of diversity, a new, cabinet-level
position that reports directly to me and will
drive meaningful, visible and ongoing change.”
Andrea Luxton

“As a campus, we will continue to diversify
our faculty, staff and administration in order
to assure a high quality education that prepares our students to serve meaningfully in a
global environment. Our curriculum should
also clearly reflect and educate students
about our diversity.”
Christon Arthur

“We will commit to honor and celebrate all
the ways we seek and achieve community—including how we gather and worship
together throughout our University family.
We will also seek to understand, celebrate
and honor the ways we worship from within
the classroom and beyond, as we reflect
that commitment and understanding as
teachers, staff and community.”
June Price, University chaplain

“I pledge to hold Andrews University accountable; to be a place of commitment, a
place of real change, a place where God’s
influence is evident and reflects the call of
Jesus Christ to be a loving community.”
Andrea Luxton

“I pledge to hold Andrews University
accountable; to learn from the painful
lessons of the past, and commit to a more
just, caring and inclusive future.”
Frances Faehner, vice president
for Campus & Student Life

“We pledge to hold Andrews University
accountable; to pursue these goals in transparent, measurable and significant ways.”
Garrison Hayes, Esther Battle, Black
Student Christian Forum leaders

“May God bless this process of reconciliation,
healing and transformation for our entire
community both on this campus and beyond,
a process that continues today and culminates in the joyous return of Jesus Christ.”
Dwight Nelson, lead pastor,
Pioneer Memorial Church

12:49 p.m.
“Dr Luxton, let me express my profound
gratitude first to God for giving to the courage, strength of character and the spirit of
discernment to speak from your heart truth to
power. I sense the enabling power of the Spirit
as you spoke to the faith community…from my
perspective this was the clearest exposition on
a very complex and misunderstood subject I
have heard from any church leader.”
1:18 p.m.
“I saw zero racism when I attended in the
early 2000s. Considering AU is one of the
most diverse campuses, I find this hard to
believe... based solely on personal experience within MULTIPLE ethnic groups that
not once answered yes when the topic of
racism, institutional or not, was discussed.”
1:31 p.m.
“They did not argue or tried to defend the
school, they apologized. This is an example
of true Christianity. I love AU.”
2:33 p.m.
“MY HUGE RESPECTS AU!!! God bless you
AU!!”
“AU: A true reflection of Christ.”
“A step in the right direction. As a flagship
international university this has been a long
time coming.”
#ListenDialogueChange YouTube video
Online comments

2:35 p.m.
“Woah! Andrews University actually took the high road
on this! I don’t have blind pride in any organization I’m a
part of, but I’m proud of us when we do what’s right, and I
will share in the pain and shame when we do wrong.
“This could be the defining moment for my church in
this generation after many blunders and missteps.”
3:12 p.m.
“I taught students at Oakwood who went to AU and felt the
racism. My husband felt it when he was there, too.
“Today he and I watched the chapel program. I was not
prepared for the emotional response I experienced! Keep
LIVING the word of God!!!”
3:30 p.m.
“To the Black Students who posted the video, #ItIsTimeAU,
to the president of AU, the administrators, staff and community of Andrews: I applaud all of you.
“I am so proud of what you have done. I am a graduate
of Andrews attending in 1984–1986, with a degree from
the seminary in 1987. In response to the #ItIsTimeAU
video, I posted an experience that happened to me while
at the school... My situation was similar to that of the
students, but what is vastly different today is the response
of the President and Administration of Andrews University.
...while I am no longer a part of the Adventist Church, I
almost wish I could be a part of what will no doubt bring
monumental change in the SDA church and the world, as
you keep the commitments you have made to right the
wrongs of the past.”
4:21 p.m.
“Tears in my eyes. What a great example! I’m proud on you
AU”
5:23 p.m.
“I had mixed feelings (about the original video) but
ultimately recognize racism cannot be tolerated if we are
claiming to be God’s children. I saw AU’s response today
and although in its current state are mere words and
intentions, the Holy Spirit moved over me as I watched it
and brought me to tears. I saw humility, ownership, acknowledgment and a plan for a better way forward.”
7:07 p.m.
“I look forward to attending alumni weekend as an equal
to my fellow classmates. My wife and I never returned for
this weekend because we felt like we didn’t belong. I can’t
wait to feel like a part of the AU alumni culture. I love this
institution and I’m happy to see they are taking the necessary steps to remain the flagship school in the church.”

To watch Dr. Luxton’s chapel talk, the Andrews University response
video and related sermons, and also find out more about Andrews
University’s journey, see andrews.edu/diversity/itistime.

Commitment #1
Chief Diversity Officer
In connection with the #ListenDialogueChange response
video by Andrews University on February 23, Andrea
Luxton, president, and Christon Arthur, provost, also
released a formal series of five commitments reflecting
the university’s commitment to achieving transparent and
measurable change.
The first commitment was tied to a request for an administrative level position committed to diversity and inclusion:
1. Andrews University will immediately begin a search
for a full-time, senior-level administrator of diversity, a
new cabinet-level position that reports directly to the
president and will drive meaningful, visible and ongoing
change. The plan is for this position to be filled by the
beginning of the 2017–2018 school year.
A position of this type has been discussed by Andrews University’s Diversity Council since 2011, and in 2015 an Ad Hoc
Committee on Race, chaired by Christon Arthur, then graduate
dean, formalized a number of those suggestions, including
this new administrative level post as its core proposal.
That report was presented to President Niels-Erik Andreasen,
who formally accepted the recommendations of the group
and indicated that his successor (Andrea Luxton had not yet
been appointed to the position of president) would accept the
recommendation for a position of this sort, and the position
would remain open until filled.
Following the response video and the affirmation of the
University’s current commitments (see page 19) a committee
has been appointed to formalize the job description for this
administrative level position, and to conduct a search to successfully fill the position during the 2017–2018 school year.
A proposed job description made in 2015 (which will be edited, finalized and posted by the search committee) described
the function of this new role as follows:
The vice president for Diversity and Inclusion is the
Chief Diversity Officer (CDO) of Andrews University, and
provides administrative and academic leadership for
the equity and diversity vision, resources and programs
across the University. The vice president promotes and
implements the equity and diversity strategic direction
set for the University and reaffirms and fosters a
University community and campus climate that values and
actively supports equity and diversity. The vice president
works in close collaboration with senior academic and
administrative leadership and diverse communities,
both within the University and with external partners
and communities to shape, promote and implement the
strategic direction set for the University.
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